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The World Cannabis Conferences have been created with the aim of making reality all the pro-
gresses and efforts carried out in the cannabis field in recent years.

On the occasion of their second edition, to be held in Malaga on Friday 19 and Saturday 20 June,
the aim is to delve into the several dimensions of the cannabis and its current situation through
four thematic segments (Uses of Cannabis, Cannabis and Society, Cannabis and Science, and Gro-
wing 2.0), forum based, but also through audiovisual contents.

Being such a key moment in Spain, we believe it is necessary to approach the regulation of ma-
rijuana from a social perspective and to bring closer the scientific and medical view for better
understanding the possibilities and viability of the normalization; furthermore, it is as well ne-
cessary to discuss about growing and the potential uses and derivatives of cannabis.

This international event (free and open to anyone of legal age) provides a framework for reflection,
where attendees could take part of the debate by conveying their concerns and interacting with
the speakers. 

World Cannabis Conferences
19 and 20 of June
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The Palacio de Ferias y
Congresos de Malaga

It was raised with the aim of becoming a refe-
rence center for tradeshows and conferences,
both nationally and internationally, leading the
Mediterranean countries. Its activity started on
22 March 2003 and it reached its first decade es-
tablishing itself as one of the main catalysts for
the economy of Malaga and the metropolitan
area.  It has also become one of the most im-
portant business centers for national fairs and
tradeshows, mainly thanks to a high level qua-
lity services and to a up-to-date facilities, which
have host more than 1.300 events over the last
years.

Placed 5 minutes away from Pablo Ruiz Picasso
International Airport and a few kilometers from
Malaga city center, the Palacio is an extraordi-
nary space for celebrating and planning any sort
of event.  With a 60.000m2 and a functional and
modern design which blend together Malaga’s
tradition and the XXI century’s avant-garde, the
building counts on an exhibition area of
17.000m2 distributed among: two pavilions, two
auditoriums, two conference rooms, an exhibi-
tion room, fifteen multipurpose rooms, three
restaurant areas and a parking area with a capa-
city of 1.200 vehicles. Such facilities make pos-
sible to host over 20.000 visitors. 
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12:30 - 14:30 SCREENINGS:

12:30 a 13:20 - "El laberinto del cannabis"

13:40 a 14:30 - VICE: “Bong Appetit: Nonna Marihuana”

14:30 - 16:00 Break

16:00 - 17:30 Uses of Cannabis – Food, cosmetics and derivatives

Annabis Cosmetics

CannaBeer

myCBD

17:30 - 18:30 Break

18:30 - 20:00 Cannabis and Society – Analysis of the present situation in Spain

Helena Echeverri (Sativa's Consulting)

Virginia Montañés (CERCA)

Bernardo Soriano (Regulación Responsable) 

20:00 - 20:30 Cannabis Champions Cup Awards Ceremony
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PROGRAM

This is a blend of vegetal oils enriched with natural aromatic terpenes and all the properties of the
hemp.  myCBD is cold made employing oils and 100% natural plant components.  

Sativa’s Consulting is a new legal consultant’s office composed of a team of highly qualified profes-
sionals with over twenty years of experience in cannabis related matters. 

Journalist and social anthropologist, for more than a decade she has been working for several insti-
tutions as a researcher in drug policies.  Among other things, she is also coordinator of the Comisión
de Estudio para la Regulación Del Cannabis en Andalucía (CERCA).

Criminal lawyer, graduated at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid (UCM), he is a member of
S&F Abogados, representative of Regulación Responsable and a specialist in matters related to can-
nabis and its legislation.  

This documentary reviews the paradigm shift happened around the understanding of
drugs policies, which are slowly but increasingly get their way all over the world.

Aurora Leveroni, better known as "Nonna Marihuana" (Marijuana Grandma), has two
passions: cooking Italian food and take care of her family. Since her daughter Valerie
found out that Marijuana soothed her epileptic seizures,  Aurora started fully supporting
her new medical treatment.
VICE is a multimedia young people-oriented company which is leader producing and
spreading the best video content.

A brand of natural cosmetics based on over 18 active substances, such as oil and seed of cannabis
which are very beneficial for the health.  A 100% natural substance coming from Cannabis Sativa
strains, with no THC or psychoactive effect. 

Born at the end of 2013, CannaBeer is a highest quality beer made with a star ingredient: the hemp.
It is totally handcrafted employing high quality natural ingredients with no filter or pasteurize. 
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12:30 - 14:30 SCREENINGS:

12:30 a 13:20 - "Barcelonnabis"

13:40 a 14:30 - WeedMaps

14:30 - 16:00 Break

16:00 - 17:30 Cannabis and Science – Therapeutic uses

Jose Carlos Bouso

Fernando Caudevilla

Cristina Sánchez

17:30 - 18:30 Break

18:30 - 20:00 Growing 2.0 – The modern growing of cannabis

Miguel Gimeno

Toni13

Antonio Giménez 

20:00 - 20:30 Spannabis Málaga 2015 Awards Ceremony
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Clinical psychologist and doctor in Clinical Pharmacology, he has carried out several studies on the
long-term effects of the use of substances like cannabis, cocaine, ayahuasca, as well as studies on the
acute effects of natural and synthetic origin drugs. 

Family doctor and medical advisor for Energy Control. For ten years he has been working on several
projects of research, advisory and dissemination about the therapeutic uses of cannabis.

Cristina Sanchéz is Permanent Lecturer of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at the Universidad
Complutense de Madrid (UCM). Her researches aim to understand the cannabinoids at a molecular
level and to take advantage of their anti-tumor potential. 

Writer, photographer and activist supporting the legalization of the marijuana. He disseminates and
defends the art of self growing through Cultivandomedicina.com. He has also created one of the big-
gest photo archives about marijuana in the world. Shortly his new book will come out, La Cannabi-
pedia.

IT technician, publisher, advertisement and digital marketing specialist. He works in many sectors, as
hemp, literature, music, sport and videogames. He manages many of the most known Spanish can-
nabis communities and webs. He is also the publisher of La Cannabipedia.

The well known cannabis communicator and activist presents two sections dedicated to the growing
on Marihuana Televisión. For two years he was the Chief of Studies of the cannabis training courses
carried out by Ceagrocannabis, training a lot of professionals of the field.

PROGRAM

A documentary which deals with the social phenomenon of the smoking associations,
their responsible consumption and their social, cultural and political significance in Bar-
celona, Spain and all over the world.

Cannabis community par excellence where it is possible to review and discuss the quality
of strains and dispensaries. It counts on a base with over 3.000 dispensaries of medicinal
marijuana and 25.000 strains of cannabis. 
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